**Acura and Autosoft**

Comprehensive integration leads to the maximum performance. Autosoft is certified for integration with Acura to integrate seamlessly with its iN Plus Realtime communications system. Exchange data quickly and securely while increasing visibility, efficiency, and compliance across your business.

### Sales

**Retail Delivery Reporting (RDR)** | Throughout the deal process, real-time retail delivery reporting (RDR) data is automatically transmitted to iN for use in various applications. Messages are automatically triggered when standard steps are completed in the deal process, such as marking a deal finished, posting a deal in Accounting, and unwinding a deal.

### Parts

**Parts Catalog** | The iN Web Parts Catalog communicates with Autosoft parts inventory, allowing you to check the availability of parts in Autosoft master inventory and transfer shopping lists to Autosoft to view on the parts queries screen. From there, apply the shopping list to a counter slip, service repair order, order queue, customer quote, or purchase order to limit rekeying.

**Parts Orders and Acknowledgements** | Create parts orders in Autosoft and submit them to iN for further review and submission to Acura. View acknowledgments for submitted orders.

**Parts Returns** | Easily adjust stock levels by generating parts returns in Autosoft and submitting them to Acura through iN.

### Accounting

**Vehicle Invoice** | Acura sends manufacturer invoices to Autosoft, which are processed and made available on the vehicle purchases screen. Then, the invoice can be selected and its information pulled to the posting screen, simplifying and expediting workflow.

**Financial Statements** | Prepare and print a Acura financial statement by pulling data from your Autosoft general ledger.

### Service

**Repair Orders** | Transmit repair order data to iN for use in iN applications, service marketing programs, and product defect analysis. Once you close the repair order, the system automatically sends it to Acura. Warranty repairs are then available for review in the iN system.

**Vehicle Service History** | While creating an RO in Autosoft, review vehicle service history information from Acura. Give service advisors access to vehicle campaign information, warranty coverage and cancellation/extension information, and VSC and CUC coverage, all in Autosoft. Easily pull open service campaigns to an RO without rekeying data.

“*We engineered iron-clad integration between Autosoft and Acura dealer systems so no transaction will ever fall through the cracks — proof that we are committed to our dealers’ success.*”

Bryce Veon, President & CEO, Autosoft